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The Pharma Legal Handbook answers 
essential questions about this environment 
for pharmaceuticals in India.
It is a must have for any company operating 
in the country or looking to enter the market.

Prepared in association with Nishith Desai 
Associates, a leading Indian law firm, it 
should answer any questions linked to 
Regulation, Pricing, Clinical and Preclinical 
Trials, Marketing, Manufacturing, Trademarks 
and Patents.

PharmaBoardroom is not responsible for any mistakes contained within 
this publication. For specific advice on any legal issue, please contact a 
qualified professional.

Copyright: All rights reserved. No part of this publication maybe reproduced in 
any form or by any means, whether electronic, mechanical or otherwise including 
photocopying, recording or any information storage or retrieval system without 
prior written consent of PharmaBoardroom. While every attempt is made to 
ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this report, neither Focus 
Reports nor the authors accept any liabilities for errors and omissions. Opinions 
expressed in this report are not necessarily those of the authors.
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* THIS REPORT WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN FEBRUARY 2019 AND THE 
INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
**LAST UPDATE: NOVEMBER 2019

At Nishith Desai Associates, we have earned the reputation of 
being Asia’s most Innovative Law Firm – and the go-to specia-
lists for companies around the world, looking to conduct busi-
nesses in India and for Indian companies considering business 
expansion abroad. In fact, we have conceptualized and created 
a state-of-the-art Blue Sky Thinking and Research Campus, 
Imaginarium Aligunjan, an international institution dedicated to 
designing a premeditated future with an embedded strategic 
foresight capability. 

We are a research and strategy driven international firm with 
offices in Mumbai, Palo Alto (Silicon Valley), Bangalore, India, 
New Delhi, Munich, and New York. Our team comprises of spe-
cialists who provide strategic advice on legal, regulatory, and 
tax related matters in an integrated manner basis key insights 
carefully culled from the allied industries. 
As an active participant in shaping India’s regulatory environ-
ment, we at NDA, have the expertise and more importantly 
– the VISION – to navigate its complexities. Our ongoing endea-
vors in conducting and facilitating original research in emerging 
areas of law has helped us develop unparalleled proficiency to 
anticipate legal obstacles, mitigate potential risks and identify 
new opportunities for our clients on a global scale. Simply put, 
for conglomerates looking to conduct business in the subconti-
nent, NDA takes the uncertainty out of new frontiers.

As a firm of doyens, we pride ourselves in working with select 
clients within select verticals on complex matters. Our forte lies 
in providing innovative and strategic advice in futuristic areas of 
law such as those relating to Blockchain and virtual currencies, 
Internet of Things (IOT), Aviation, Artificial Intelligence, Privatiza-
tion of Outer Space, Drones, Robotics, Virtual Reality, Ed-Tech, 
Med-Tech & Medical Devices and Nanotechnology with our key 
clientele comprising of marquee Fortune 500 corporations. 
The firm has been consistently ranked as one of the Most Inno-
vative Law Firms, across the globe. In fact, NDA has been the 
proud recipient of the Financial Times – RSG award 4 times in a 
row, (2014-2017) as the Most Innovative Indian Law Firm.

We are a trust based, non-hierarchical, democratic organization 
that leverages research and knowledge to deliver extraordinary 
value to our clients. Datum, our unique employer proposition has 
been developed into a global case study, aptly titled ‘Manage-
ment by Trust in a Democratic Enterprise,’ published by John 
Wiley & Sons, USA.

www.nishithdesai.com
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Pei Yee is a partner in the Intellectual Property and TMT prac-
tice and her work focuses on intellectual property disputes. She 
advises and represents local and foreign clients across numerous 
industries concerning a multitude of IP subject matters, includ-
ing patents, trademarks, industrial designs and copyright. She has 
acted as lead counsel in litigation matters that cut across all IP 
subject matters, some of which have served to define milestones 
in the Malaysian IP landscape.

Besides contentious matters, Pei Yee regularly advises clients on 
transactions involving IP subject matters. Her work in this area 
include drafting and reviewing agreements relating to assign-
ment, licensing, research and development, brand endorsement 
and others. She also assists clients in refining their IP protection 
strategies and policies.

darren.punnen@nishithdesai.com

Shi Wen is a partner from the corporate division and her portfolio 
focuses on competition law, maritime and shipping and corporate 
advisory and transactions. 

Shi Wen and her team have provided a wide range of corporate 
services to GLCs, MNCs and trade associations in various indus-
tries in Malaysia. She was also engaged by the Malaysian Energy 
Commission for the drafting of the Competition Law Guidelines. 
Her practice focuses on industries including pharmaceutical, 
insurance, banking and shipping. Shi Wen’s key Clients in the 
pharmaceutical industry include Servier (M) Sdn Bhd, Merck 
Sharp & Dohme (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd and Boehringer Ingelheim.

She is listed as “Up and Coming” practitioner in Competition/
Antitrust practice area by Chambers Asia-Pacific 2019. She is also 
the finalist for the Young Lawyer and Woman Lawyer of the Year 
by the Asian Legal Business Malaysia Law Awards 2019.
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ABOUT NDA: 
WITH OFFICES IN ASIA, EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES 
NISHITH DESAI ASSOCIATES IS THE GO-TO FIRM FOR 
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Welcome to

Imaginarium AliGunjan is an apolitical platform to cultivate and stimulate imagination and to foster 
multi-disciplinary interactions, be it philosophy, be it science, or be it arts. A modern day pantheon of sorts 

where world leaders, thinkers and creators converge to design a better future.

Inviting fellow innovators and thought leaders to join our quest! Come, visit us.

AliGunjan 
Blue Sky Thinking and Research Campus  (Mumbai)

— distinctly different.

An Initiative by

MUMBAI         SILICON  VALLEY         BANGALORE         SINGAPORE         MUMBAI  BKC         NEW  DELHI         MUNICH         NEW  YORK

Consistently winning Most Innovative Law Firm Award every year since 2014 
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01
REGULATORY, PRICING, AND 
REIMBURSEMENT OVERVIEW



1. What are the regulatory authorities with 
jurisdiction over drugs, biologicals, and 
medical devices in your country?

2.  What is the regulatory framework for the 
authorization, pricing, and reimbursement of 
drugs, biologicals, and medical devices?

3. What are the steps to obtaining 
authorization to develop, test, and market a 
product?

4. What are the approximate fees for each 
authorization?

5. For how long are marketing 
authorizations/registrations valid? How 
are marketing authorizations/registrations 
renewed?

6.  How does the authorization process 
differ between brand-name products and 
generic products? Are there differences for 
local manufacturers versus foreign-owned 
manufacturers?

7. How are combination products (drug + 
drug, drug + biologic, drug + device, biologic 
+ device, drug + biologic + device) regulated?

8. How is compliance with regulation monitored
and evaluated? Is the regulatory regime
comparable with the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration or the European Medicines Agency 
expectations and requirements?

9.  What is the potential range of penalties for 
noncompliance?

10. Is there a national healthcare system? If so, how 
is it administered and funded?

11. How does the government (or public) healthcare 
system function with private sector healthcare?

12. Are prices of drugs and devices regulated and, if 
so, how?

13.  How are drugs and devices used by patients paid 
for? What roles do public and private payers play?

14. Who dispenses drugs and devices to patients 
and how are those dispensers compensated?

15. What are the professional and legal 
responsibilities of those who dispense drugs and 
devices? What role do they play in providing
patient care, information, and safety?
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The following authorities are responsible for the regulation drugs, biologics 
and medical devices in India: 

(i) Central Drugs Standard Control Organization (“CDSCO”), headed by 
Drugs Controller General of India (“DCGI”) under the Ministry of Health 
and Family Welfare

The CDSCO regulates import, manufacture, marketing and clinical trials 
of drugs, biologics and medical devices for the entire territory of India.
(ii) State-level licensing authority (“SLA”) 
Each State, through SLAs (who are the state-level Food and Drug 
Administration), independently regulates manufacture and sale of drugs, 
biologics and medical devices within the territory of that State. 

In certain cases, there is an overlap of function between DCGI and SLAs. 
In such cases, SLAs operate under the direction of DCGI.
(iii) National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (“NPPA”) under the 
Department of Pharmaceuticals 

NPPA fixes prices of certain essential drugs, biologicals and medical 
devices for entire territory of India. It monitors price movements other 
drugs, biologicals and medical devices to ensure that the prices do not 
increase more than 10% year on year. NPPA also monitors the availability 
of drugs and takes remedial steps to prevent shortage.
(iv) Controller of Legal Metrology 
Each State, through its Controller of Legal Metrology, regulates packaging 
and labelling of medical devices. The Controller of Legal Metrology does 
not have jurisdiction over drugs and biologicals. 
(v) Review Committee on Genetic Manipulation (“RCGM”) under the 
Department of Biotechnology (“DBT”) 

The RCGM, under the Ministry of Science and Technology to evaluate 
safety related aspects of on-going research involving Genetically Modified 
Organisms. 
(vi) Genetic Engineering Approval Committee (“GEAC”)
The GEAC, under the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change 
regulates research, testing, safe use and handling of Genetically Modified 
Organisms and their products from an environment safety perspective.

AUTHORIZATION/LICENSING
The Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 (“D&C Act”) along with the Drugs and 
Cosmetics Rules, 1945 (“D&C Rules”),  The Medical Device Rules, 2017 
(“MDR”) and the New Drugs and Clinical Trial Rules, 2019 (“New Drugs & 

1. What are the regulatory 
authorities with jurisdiction over 
drugs, biologicals, and medical 
devices in your country?

2. What is the regulatory frame-
work for the authorization, pric-
ing, and reimbursement of drugs, 
biologicals, and medical devices?

REGULATORY, PRICING, AND 
REIMBURSEMENT OVERVIEW01
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CT Rules”) governs the authorization, import, manufacture, distribution and 
sale of drugs, biologicals and following categories of medical devices in India: 

1. Disposable hypodermic syringes.
2. Disposable hypodermic needles.
3. Disposable perfusions.
4. In vitro diagnostic devices for HIV, HBsAg and HCV.
5. Cardiac stents.
6. Drug eluting stents.
7. Catheters.
8. Intra ocular lenses.
9. Cannulas.
10. Bone cements.
11. Heart valves.
12. Scalp vein sets.
13. Orthopaedic implants.
14. Internal prosthetic replacements.
15. Ablation devices.
16. Organ Preservation Solution

 
14 additional categories of medical devices will be brought under the regu-
lation of the MDR in 2020 (“Additional Medical Devices”). The Additional 
Medical Devices are:

1. All implantable medical devices
2. CT scan equipment.
3. MRI equipment
4. Defibrillators
5. Dialysis machine
6. PET equipment
7. X-ray machine
8. Bone marrow cell separator 
9. Nebulizer
10. Blood pressure monitoring devices
11. Digital thermometer 
12. Glucometer
13. Ultrasound equipment

Nebulizers, blood pressure monitoring devices, digital thermometers and glu-
cometers will be regulated as medical devices from January 01, 2020 while 
ultrasound equipment will be brought under regulation from November 01, 
2020. The remaining Additional Medical Devices will be regulated as medical 
devices from April 01, 2020. Medical devices that fall under the above cate-
gories are referred to as notified medical devices. Medical devices that do not 
fall within the above categories are, as such, outside the purview of regulation 
of sale, pricing and reimbursement.

REGULATORY, PRICING, AND REIMBURSEMENT OVERVIEW
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REGULATORY, PRICING, AND REIMBURSEMENT OVERVIEW

PRICING
The Drugs (Price Control) Order, 2013 (“DPCO”) under the Essential 
Commodities Act 1954 (“ECA”) regulates the pricing of drugs, biologicals 
and notified medical devices in India. 

REIMBURSEMENT
India currently does not have a mechanism for reimbursement of drugs, bio-
logics and medical devices. Out-of-pocket expenditure by patients is the pri-
mary means of financing of drugs, biologicals and medical devices. For more 
details on India’s healthcare system, please refer to Chapter 1 Question 7. 

DEVELOPMENT
There is no authorization required to develop a product in India. However, 
once a product starts showing properties that qualify it to be called as drug, 
then a license is required to import or manufacture it.

A product in development becomes a drug when it starts satisfying the cri-
teria for what is considered a drug for the purposes of the D&C Act, which 
includes:

(i) “all medicines for internal or external use of human beings or animals 
and all substances intendedto be used for or in the diagnosis, treatment, 
mitigation or prevention of any disease or disorder in human beings or 
animals, including preparations applied on human body for the purpose 
of repelling insects like mosquitoes; 
(ii) such substances (other than food) intended to affect the structure or 
any function of the human body or intended to be used for the destruction 
of vermin or insects which cause disease in human beings or animals, as 
may be specified from time to time by the Central Government by notifi-
cation  in the Official Gazette; 
(iii) all substances intended for use as components of a drug including 
empty gelatin capsules; and
(iv) such devices* intended for internal or external use in the diagno-
sis, treatment, mitigation or prevention of disease or disorder in human 
beings or animals, as may be specified from time to time by the Central 
Government by notification in the Official Gazette, after consultation with 
the Board”

TESTING
Any processing activity carried out on a drug, biological or medical devic-
es requires a manufacturing license from the CDSCO or SLA, as the case 
may be. Testing of product amounts to processing. Therefore, a manufactur-
ing license for the purpose of examination, test or analysis is required to be 
obtained from the SLA. If a product on which testing is to be carried out is 
to be imported, then a separate import license for the purposes of test and 
analysis is required from CDSCO. Please note that the import license is to be 
obtained in addition to the manufacturing license. 

3. What are the steps to 
obtaining authorization to 
develop, test, and market a 
product?


